KACHIN STATE (2017-Qtr 2 -4W Analysis, as of 30 June 2017)

Highlight of the 2nd Qtr 2017

* With Kachin WASH Cluster support, HPA organise to WASH actors in NGCA to prepare for AMO preparedness and response in the focus areas in GCA where Liaza, Shait Yang, Hkaa Shau and Mai in Yang.  
* SI prepared to respond WASH in emergency activities in Tanai for 4 locations for newly arrival of IDPs from around Tanai Town surrounding villages.  
* KMSS, Metta, SI and WFP conducted emergency rapid assessment in Tanai.  
* Kachin WASH activities meeting was conducted on 30th June 2017 at Myitkyina and discussed on overlapping WASH activities, WFP activities for newly arrival of IDPs, and WASH focal agency per camp  
* Government counterparts and NGO attended WASH in Emergency Training (ToT) in Mandalay in May 2017

Township | WASH focal agencies
--- | ---
Bhamo | Metta, SI
Chipwi | KBC, KMSS, Shalom
Hpakan | KBC, KMSS, Shalom
Mansi | KBC, KMSS, Metta, SCI, WPN
Mogaung | KBC, KMSS
Mohmyin | KBC, KMSS
Momauk | KMSS, Metta, SI, KBC, WPN
Myitkyina | KBC, KMSS, Shalom
Puta-O | KBC
Shwegu | Metta
Sumprabum | KBC
Waingmaw | KBC, KMSS, Metta, Shalom

Disclaimer:
- Data from hard to reach area is still challenging  
- One new camp: "Shait Yang" [MHA-402, Pop: 1,813] in Waingmaw  
- township is added, no WASH cover in that camp  
- SI WASH emergency intervention in Shait Yang, Shait Yang and Mohnyin KBC 2 camps is finished in Q1 2017. It is not included in Q2 2017  
- KBC Cluster partners Metta (Bhamo), SI (Bhamo), KBC (Bhamo & Myitkyina), Shalom and KMSS (Bhamo, Myitkyina) reported for the 4W Q2 2017.  

More info on gaps (click here)

Gap in active camps / township | People targeted | Partners | % Water Gap | % Sanitation Gap | % Hygiene Gap
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Bhamo | 7,252 | Metta, SI | 2% | 20% | 82%
Chipwi | 2,683 | KBC, KMSS, Shalom | 60% | 30% | 44%
Hpakan | 3,428 | KBC, KMSS, Shalom | 3% | 21% | 79%
Mansi | 12,899 | KBC, KMSS, Metta, SCI, WPN | 29% | 44% | 44%
Mogaung | 332 | KBC, KMSS | 0% | 8% | 0%
Mohmyin | 89 | KBC, KMSS | 0% | 0% | 0%
Momauk | 26,522 | KMSS, Metta, SI, KBC, WPN | 20% | 35% | 58%
Myitkyina | 7,352 | KBC, KMSS, Shalom | 0% | 23% | 8%
Puta-O | 1,072 | KBC | 0% | 7% | 0%
Shwegu | 515 | Metta | 0% | 0% | 0%
Sumprabum | 432 | KBC | 100% | 100% | 0%
Waingmaw | 23,838 | KBC, KMSS, Metta, Shalom | 16% | 26% | 61%

Grand Total | 86,459 (in active camps) | 17% | 30% | 53%

Water Point Coverage in active camps

Latrine Coverage in active camps

Hygiene Promoter & Kit Coverage in active camps

"This gap tracking assumes 500 people per water point, however the WASH cluster is currently adapting the indicator considering an average flowrate for contextual precision*